VIDEO

GROUND DISASTER RECOVERY

RESTORE SERVICES RAPIDLY DURING MAJOR INCIDENTS

Customers operating their uplink, either themselves or via a third party, can safeguard their networks and guarantee 24/7 broadcast operations with a disaster recovery plan.

TURNKEY UPLINK BACKUP AS-A-SERVICE

- Activate a back-up satellite transmission in less than 1 hour, until the main uplink is repaired, should a disaster affect the ground equipment.

- “Hot” mux collection at Eutelsat Point of Presence or via satellite

- Guaranteed access to the backup transmission when the recovery service is activated (with modulation and uplink to satellite on the nominal carrier frequency)

WHY CHOOSE EUTELSAT?

- Highly reliable service operated on a WTA Tier 4 teleport

- 24/7 monitoring and support by highly skilled and certified engineers

- Access to Eutelsat Disaster recovery expertise to design the best-in-class solution for your broadcast managed solutions

Headend services: We also provide turnkey headend backup as-a-service

What can we do for you? Please visit www.eutelsat.com/enquiries
What can we do for you? Please visit www.eutelsat.com/video
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